
life and crimes

1. Adverb

2. Verb Present Ends In S

3. Conjunction

4. Verb Past Tense

5. Verb Present Ends In Ing
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life and crimes

Ana and Cole had been cousins since birth. Growing up together had been fun and they were almost like siblings

. But after they hit their teenage years, they started to drift apart. Ana was still the goody-two-shoes that she had

always been, but Cole started to hang around with the wrong crowd.

At first, it was just petty theft and shoplifting, but soon it Adverb to bigger and more serious crimes.

Ana tried to talk some sense into Cole, but he didn't seem to listen. She had to watch as her cousin got deeper

and deeper into the life of crime.

It wasn't until one Verb Present ends in S night that Ana got dragged into the life of crime as well. Cole had

asked her for help with a big job and she reluctantly agreed. She knew it was wrong, but she felt like she had no

choice.

Ana and Cole continued to do these Conjunction for the next few years, but as time went on, they both

started to feel the strain of living this double life. Despite the danger and the risk, they both wanted to find a way

out of the life of crime and to go legit.

They started to look for legitimate jobs and even went to college, but it wasn't easy. The past seemed to haunt

them no matter how hard they tried to let it Verb Past Tense .



Finally, after many years of hard work, Ana and Cole were able to free themselves of the life of crime and to get

back on the right path. They both Verb Present ends in ING in their studies and found jobs that they loved.

Although it was a long and difficult journey, Ana and Cole both found a way out of the life of crime and were

finally able to live a normal life.
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